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Duhem's Problem, the Bayesian Way,
and Error Statistics,or
"What's Belief Got to Do with It?`*
Deborah G. Mayott
Departmentof Philosophy,VirginiaPolytechnicInstituteand StateUniversity

I argue that the Bayesian Way of reconstructingDuhem's problem fails to advance a
solution to the problem of which of a group of hypotheses ought to be rejected or
"blamed"when experimentdisagreeswith prediction.But scientistsdo regularlytackle
and often enough solve Duhemian problems. When they do, they employ a logic and
methodology which may be called errorstatistics. I discuss the key propertiesof this
approachwhich enable it to split off the task of testing auxiliaryhypothesesfrom that
of appraisinga primaryhypothesis. By discriminatingpatternsof error,this approach
can at least block, if not also severely test, attemptedexplanations of an anomaly. I
illustrate how this approach directs progress with Duhemian problems and explains
how scientistsactually grapplewith them.

1. Introduction.PierreDuhem states his problem as follows:
The physicist can never submit an isolated hypothesis to the control of experiment,but only a whole group of hypotheses. When
experimentis in disagreementwith his predictions,it teaches him
that one at least of the hypotheses that constitute this group is
wrong and must be modified. But experimentdoes not show him
the one that must be changed. (Duhem 1954, 185)
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This raises a well-knownproblem for a simple Hypothetico-deductive
model of hypothesis testing. On this simple HD model if an experimental result disagreeswith the expected consequenceof a hypothesis
H, then H is disconfirmed.However, Duhem points out, the deduction
of the expectedconsequencefrom hypothesisH generallyrequiresauxiliary assumptions and background conditions and these may themselves be open to question. The simple HD method, in and of itself,
does not tell us whether to allocate the blame to H or to part of the
auxiliaryassumptions.
The task that Duhem's problemposes for philosophersof scienceis
to provide a way to determinewhich of the hypotheses used to derive
a predictedconsequence should be rejectedor disconfirmedwhen experimentdisagreeswith that prediction.If the simple HD method will
not succeed, as clearly it will not, the question arises as to whether
other models of testing or confirmation will. In actual scientific episodes sometimes H is taken to blame and other times H is retained
while auxiliaryassumptions are said to be responsiblefor the anomalous result. And an adequatemodel of testing should account for this.
Several defenders of the subjective Bayesian model of confirmation
have argued that even if scientists are not conscious or unconscious
Bayesians, reconstructingscientific inference in Bayesian terms is of
value in solving key problems in philosophy of science. The problem
for which the Bayesian Way is most often touted as scoring an impressive success is the Duhem problem.
The Bayesian strategy subjectiveBayesians appeal to in their solution to Duhem is that of Jon Dorling (1979), and since Dorling's work
is credited as the exemplarfor the Bayesian solution to Duhem, I will
take it as my example too. Dorling's aim, as he puts it,
is to point out that the Bayesianpersonalistapproachto scientific
inference provides a ... solution to this [Duhem] puzzle by telling

us exactly when [disregardingunsuccessfulpredictions]can be reconstructed as rational and when it has to be deemed irrational.
Rationality here, for the Bayesian, simply means conformitywith
[Bayes']theorem. (Dorling 1979, 177)
Several Bayesians feel he has largely succeeded. Michael Redhead
(1980) endorses and elaborates on Dorling's analysis. Colin Howson
and Peter Urbach, currentlyamong the strongestdefendersof the subjective Bayesian Way, believe that Dorling's examples show, not only
how Bayes' theorem solves the Duhem problem, but also "that the
Bayesian model is essentially correct." They declare, further,that no
non-Bayesian methods have the resourcesto even begin to solve Duhem's problem (p. 101). John Earman, that most refreshinglycritical
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of Bayesians, calls Dorling's proposed Bayesian solution a "highly
qualifiedsuccess for Bayesianism,"but even with this hedge he allows
that "the apparatusprovides for an illuminatingrepresentationof the
Quine and Duhem problem"(Earman 1992, 85).
In this paper I shall be arguing that the Bayesian Way out of Duhem's problem is really no way out at all, nor do I think it offers a
more illuminatingstatement of the problem than that of Duhem himself. It fails to solve the problem because a Bayesian reconstruction
does not show which hypothesis it is warrantedto credit or blame. It
does not illuminate the problem because it does not accord with how
Duhem's problemis or should be grappledwith in science.But my aim
is not primarily negative. Scientists do regularly tackle and often
enough solve Duhemian problems, and my real aim is to set the stage
for the kinds of methods and reasoningthey use to adjudicatedisagreements about what is at fault.
2. The SubjectiveBayesianModel. In a nutshell,the subjectiveBayesian
model of confirmationsays that evidence e confirms hypothesis H to
the extent that an agent's degree of belief in H is highergiven evidence
e than what it was or would be without evidence e. Probabilitymeasures subjectivedegree of belief. The agent's degree of belief in H after
evidence e is called the posterior probability assignment.The degrees
of belief an agent has in a hypothesis H and its alternativeswithout
evidence e are the prior degree of belief assignments.Inductiveinference from evidence is a matter of updating one's degree of belief to
yield a posterior degree of belief so as to cohere with Bayes' theorem.
The simplest statementof Bayes' theorem is this:
P(H I e) =

P(e I H) P(H)

P(e IH) P(H) + P(e Inot-H) P(not-H)

The key quantities are the prior probabilitiesin H and in not-H, the
likelihood, P(e IH) and the Bayesian "catchallfactor," P(e Inot-H). If
you have these then you can compute Bayes' theorem to get the posterior probabilityof H.
Bayes' theoremjust follows from the probabilitycalculusand is unquestioned by critics. What is questioned by critics is the relevanceof
a certainuse of this theorem;namelyfor scientificinference.Theirquestion for the subjectiveBayesianis whetherscientistshave priordegrees
of belief in the hypotheses they investigate and whether, even if they
did, it is desirableto have them figure centrallyin learningfrom data
in science. Would not such personal opinions be highly unstable,vary-
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ing not just from person to person, but from moment to moment?That
they would is expected and accepted by subjectivists.
Another seriousproblemis the Bayesiancatchallfactor P(e Inot-H).
Not-H, the catchall hypothesis, refers to a disjunction of hypotheses
other than H, including those not yet thought of. The smaller the assignment to the Bayesian catchall factor, the higher the confirmation
to H. For very small assignmentsto the Bayesian catchall factor the
denominatormay hardly be greaterthan the numerator.
3. Dorling's HomeworkProblem.When Bayesians say they can solve
Duhem's problem, what they mean is this: Give me a case in which an
anomaly is taken to disconfirma hypothesis H out of a group of hypotheses used to derivethe prediction,and I will show you how certain
subjective probability assignments can justify doing so. The "justification" is that H gets a low (or lower) posteriori probabilitythan the
other hypotheses. Solving Duhem comes down to a homeworkassignment-not to say a necessarilyeasy one-of determininghow various
assumptions and priors allow the scientificinferencereached to be in
accord with that reachedvia Bayes' theorem. Let us look at Dorling's
homework problem informally.
Dorling considers a situation where despite the fact that an anomalous result e' occurs, the blame is placed on an auxiliaryhypothesis
A while the credibilityplaced on hypothesis H is barelydiminished.In
Dorling's simplifiedproblem, only one auxiliaryhypothesis A is considered.The hypothesis H he considers is "the relevantpart of solidly
establishedNewtonian theory which Adams and Laplace used" (Dorling 1979, 178) to compute e, the predictedsecular accelerationof the
moon, which conflicted with the observed result e'. The auxiliaryhypothesis, A, is the following:
A: the effects of tidal friction are not of a sufficientorder of magnitude to affect appreciablythe lunar acceleration.
Dorling's homeworkproblem is to provide probabilityassignmentsso
that, in accordancewith the episode, an agent'scredibilityin hypothesis
H is little diminishedby the anomaly e', while the credibilityin auxiliary A is greatly diminished. Although the asymmetriceffect of the
evidence may seem surprising,a closer look at the Bayesian assignments shows it not to be surprisingat all.
We can sidestep the numericalgymnasticsto get a feel for one type
of context where the agent faults auxiliaryA. (The Appendix contains
the correspondingnumericalassignments.)
Hypothesis H and auxiliary A entail e, but e' is observed. When
might e' justifiablybe taken to blame A far more than H? Here's one
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scenariowhich I will sketchin termsthat I intend to be neutralbetween
accounts of inference.Suppose the following 3 conditions obtain:
(1) there is a great deal of evidence in favor of a theory or hypothesis H, whereas
(2) there is little evidence for the truth of auxiliaryA, say hardly
more evidence for its truth than for its falsity, and
(3) unless A is false, there is no other plausibleway to explain e'.
This would seem to describe, in neutral terms, a situation where e'
indicates (or is best explainedby) A being in error.
A Bayesianrenderingmay be effected by inserting"agentx believes
that" prior to assertions (1), (2), and (3). We then have a description
of a circumstancewhere the agent believes or decides that A is discreditedby e'. Nothing is said about whetherthe assignmentsare warranted, or, more importantly, how a scientist should go about determining where the errorreally lies.
Consider the numbers correspondingto Dorling's Bayesian reconstruction. To begin with, the scientist's degree of belief is such that a
high degree of belief is accorded to H initially (e.g., P(H) = 0.9), in
any case, H is substantiallymore probablethan A, which is considered
only slightly more probable than not (e.g., P(A) = 0.6). That is, the
assumed prior probabilitiesare:
(i) P(H) = 0.9

P(A) = 0.6.

To get the other key assignments, imagine our agent contemplating
two differentpossibilities. First, the agent contemplatesthe possibility
that auxiliaryhypothesis A is true.
3.1. The agent contemplates auxiliary A being true. Clearly, H could

not also be true (since together they counterpredicte'). But might not
some rival to H explain e'? Here is where the key assumptionenters.
It correspondsto assigninga low value to the Bayesiancatchallfactor.
The agent believes there to be no plausible rival that predictse'. That
is to say, the agent sees no rival which, in his or her opinion, has any
plausibility,that would make anomaly e' expected.In subjectiveprobability terms, this becomes:
(ii) The probability of e', given A and not-H, is very small. Let
this very small value be s.

Since the anomaly e' has been observed,it might seem that the agent
would assign it a subjective probability of 1. Doing so would have
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serious ramifications (i.e., this is the "old-evidence problem"1).To
avoid assigningdegreeof belief 1 to e' Bayesianagents need to imagine
how strongly they wouldhave believedin the occurrenceof anomaly e'
beforeit was observed-no mean feat. We are to imagine that the scientist considershow stronglyhe or she would expect e' beforeknowing
of e"s occurrence.Putting aside for now the difficultiesin assigning
such probabilities,the Bayesian assumes the agent can and does make
the key assumption that, on his or her view, the observed anomaly e'
is extremely improbable were auxiliary hypothesis A true. It is assumed, that is, that the agent gives a very low assignmentto the Bayesian catchall factor.
Now consider the agent's beliefs assuming auxiliaryA is false.
3.2. The agent contemplates auxiliary A being false. In contrast, were

auxiliaryA to be false, the agent finds e' to be much more likely than
if A were true. In fact, Dorling imagines that scientists assign a probability to e', given not-A, that is 50 times as high as that in (ii), whether
or not H is true. That is, P(e'l not-A) = 50g. We have,
(iii) (a) The probabilityof e', given H and not-A, is 50?.
(b) The probabilityof e', given not-H and not-A, is 50c.
Of course, (a) and (b) need not be exactly equal, but what they must
together yield is a probability of e' given not-A many times the probability assignmentto e' given A.
A furtherassumption,it should be noted, is that H and A are probabilisticallyindependent.
Together, (i)-(iii) describe a situation where the outcome e' is believed to be far more likely if A does not hold than if it does. Indeed,
the posterior of A becomes very low, dropping from 0.6 to 0.003now that the anomaly is known. The degreeof belief in not-A becomes
practically1! In contrast, the posteriorprobabilityof H remainsrather
high, slipping a little from 0.9 to 0.897.
This gives one algorithm-Dorling's-for how evidencecan yield a
Bayesian disconfirmationof auxiliaryA, even though A was deemed
more plausible than not at the start. Non-quantitatively put, the algorithmfor solving the homeworkproblemis this: Startwith a suitably
high degree of belief in H as compared with A, believe no plausible
rival to H exists that would make the anomalous result expected,and
hold that the falsity of A renders e' many times more probable than
does any plausible rival to H.
In additionto accountingfor specificepisodes,the BayesianWay can
1. See, for example, Glymour 1980.
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be used to derive a set of general statements of the probabilisticrelationships that would have to hold for one or another parcelingout of
the blame. These equations are neat, and the algorithmsthey offer for
solving such homeworkproblemsareinteresting.What they do not provide, however,is a solution to Duhem's problem.Duhem's problem,as
Howson and Urbach themselvessay, is to determine"whichof the several distinct theories involved in deriving a false prediction should be
regardedas the false element"(1989, 94). The possibility of a degreeof
belief reconstructiondoes not help to pinpoint which elementought to
be regardedas the false one. After all, Dorling'shomeworkproblemcan
be done in reverse.Scientistswho assign the above degreesof belief,but
with A substitutedfor H, reachthe opposite conclusionabout H and A.
In the reversecase one blames H ratherthan A.2
Bayesiansmay retort that the probabilitiesstipulatedin theirreconstruction are plausible descriptions of the beliefs actually held at the
time; and others are not. That may well be. For my own part, I have
no idea as to how to assign the odds Dorling asks us to: namely the
odds that a typical scientist "would have been willing to place [on] a
bet on the correct quantitativevalue of the effect [e'], in advance even
of its qualitative discovery"assuming Newton's theory is false. (Dorling 1979, 182). (Something like this, recall, is the contortion required
to get around assigning e' a probabilityof 1 once it is known.)
Evenif one can imaginewhatits valuewould be, the questionremains,
Why is it relevantto the scientist'sreasoningonce the effecte' is known?
And isn't that wherethe scientistis in grapplingwith Duhem?
Nor is it easy to justify the prior probabilityassignmentsneeded to
solve the homework problem, in particular,that hypothesis H is given
a prior probability of 0.9. The "temperedpersonalism"of Abner Shimony (e.g., 1970) advises that fairly low prior probabilitiesbe assigned
to hypotheses being considered,so as to leave a fairly high probability
for their denial-for the "catchall"of other hypothesesnot yet considered.The Dorling assignmentleavesonly 0.1 for thecatchallhypothesis.
I do not see how the Bayesianreconstructionilluminates(morethan
it distorts) the problem for the simple reason that scientists do not
succeed in justifying a claim that an anomaly is due not to H but to
an auxiliaryhypothesis by describingthe degrees of belief that would
allow them to do this. On the contrary, scientists are one in blocking
an attemptedexplanationof an anomaly until and unless it is provided
with positive evidencein its own right. Scientists,in short, are required
to go out and muster evidence for their belief that auxiliariesare responsible. And what they would need to show is that this evidence
2. Similarcriticismsof the Bayesian solution to Duhem occur in Worrall 1993.
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succeeds in circumventingthe many ways of erroneously attributing
blame. Both in arrivingat this evidenceand in scrutinizingthese errors
it is to non-Bayesianmethods and reasoningthat they turn.
They employ a logic and a methodology that is of a sort that I call
error statistics. The error statistics approach is based on the non-

Bayesian statistical methods used on a daily basis by scientists who
employ statisticsin theirwork. In the errorstatisticsapproach,the role
of probabilityis not to assign degrees of belief or confirmationto hypotheses but to characterizethe reliabilityor severityof experimental
test procedures.Whereas the Bayesian confirmationfor A' rested on
the comparativelyhigher prior probability assignment to hypothesis
H, determiningif A' passes a severe test need have nothing to do with
an appraisal of H. In the logic of error statistical testing, the task of
finding out whether auxiliaryhypotheses are satisfiedis split off from
that of appraisingthe primary hypothesis H. A scientist may believe
that some auxiliaryhypothesis, ratherthan H, is to be blamed for an
anomalous result, but to warrantthat claim requiresit to have passed
a reliable test. High prior degrees of belief in H have nothing to do
with it.
4. The Error-StatisticalApproachto Duhem'sProblem.In referringto
errorstatisticsI am includingthe familiartechniquesof statisticalanalysis we read about every day in polls and studies(statisticalsignificance
tests and confidenceintervalestimates).Thesefamiliartechniquescome
from the methodologies of Neyman-Pearsonas well as Fisherian statistics, although I adapt them in ways that go beyond what is strictly
found in statistics texts. In particular,a statisticstext will not say how
to use these methods for solving Duhem, but that is the story that I
am supplying.Nevertheless,my use of these methods is not reallynew;
it reflects their actual uses in science. But to free them up from the
confinesof the particularphilosophiesof statisticsoften associatedwith
them, and to allow them to be used in more flexibleways, I give them
this new name of (standard) error statistics.3 It seems an appropriate

name since what is central to this approach is the relianceupon error
probabilitiesof procedures.
I cannot hope to fully lay out the error statisticalway of handling
Duhem's problem here, but will limit myself to identifyingits key differences from the Bayesian approach exemplifiedin Dorling's treatment, and to why I think the account enjoys the right kinds of prin-

3. For a discussion of how this approachcontrasts with the behavioristicphilosophy
most often associatedwith these methods, see Mayo 1985 and 1996.
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ciples and methods to justify the distinctions we would like to make
between plausible and implausibleassignmentsof blame.
There are two key featuresof the error statisticalapproachthat are
of central relevanceto grapplingwith Duhem's problem:First that it
is designedto split off the task of testing auxiliariesfrom that of testing
a primaryhypothesis, and second that it is designed to distinguishbetween hypotheses that equally well fit the evidence by consideringthe
errorprobabilitiesof their respectivetests. I will sketch the relevance
of these featuresfor our problem.
4.1. A PiecemealApproach.The first featurewe can identify by saying that it is a piecemeal approach. It corresponds to a view of hypothesis testing that sees data and hypotheses as related, not directly,
but by a series of linkages-from the experimentaldesign to the data
analysis and only then to some primaryhypothesis or question. Differenttasks relateto the differentmodels in a given inquiry:theprimary
scientificmodel, experimentaltestingmodels, and data models.Each is
split off and addressed piecemeal. Two main tasks are explicitly directed to the two key parts of Duhemian worries: the first task is to
determineif the data itself are reliable, to determineif there is a real
effect (a real anomaly)that needs explaining;the second is to determine
if the assumptionsof an experimentare met sufficiently,that is, to the
problem of checking if alternativeauxiliaryfactors are interveningor
if the experimentis adequatelycontrolled.4
Duhem is fond of analogizing the physicist and the doctor, in contrast to the watchmaker:
Physics is not a machine that lets itself be taken apart. We cannot
test each piece in isolation .... Presented with a watch that does

not work, the watchmakertakes apart all the little wheels and examines them one by one until the one that is bent or broken is
found. Presentedwith a sick person, the doctor cannot performa
dissection to establisha diagnosis. The doctor must decide the seat
of the illness only by inspectingthe effects produced on the whole
body. The physicist chargedwith reforminga defective theory resembles the doctor, not the watchmaker.(Duhem 1996, 85)
We can accept the analogy between the physicistand the doctor but
reach a differentconclusion from Duhem. True, doctors cannot (generally) perform dissections to establish a diagnosis but, fortunately,
they do not have to. Although a great many illnesses could explain a
4. A full discussion of the error statisticalframework,the series of models, and so on,
occurs in Mayo 1996.
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given set of symptoms, this does not prevent the doctor from running
a given test (e.g., an MRI scan, a strep test) to determinethe presence
or absence of a specificcondition (e.g., a brain tumor, strep throat)and without having to list, much less assess the probability of, all of
the other possible explanations.
The series of models piecemealframeworkis an ideal one for grappling with Duhem's problem. In fact, the centralreason for separating
out the models relating data and hypotheses is to achieve the aim of
correctly apportioning blame (as well as praise). Before experimental
results can speak for or against a hypothesis under test, it is necessary
to check and estimate the extent of any errorsalong the way-regarding the data and the auxiliaries.This calls for methods to discernif the
experimentwas well run, to distinguishreal effects from artifacts,estimate backgrounds, and "subtract out" influences of factors other
than some intended one. More than strivingto check if auxiliariesand
assumptions hold, it gives us tools to distinguishthe effects of given
factors. The methods and models from standarderrorstatistics,as well
as the logic associated with error statistics, are regularlyused to carry
out and give structureto these tasks.
Two contrastswith the Bayesian Way may be noted:
(i) Gettingbeyonda single probabilitypie: If inference is by way of
Bayes' theorem, then pinpointing one hypothesis to blame does
depend (by the mathematicsof the theorem) on the probabilistic
assignmentgiven to the alternativehypotheses.One has one probability pie, as it were, and the size of the piece an auxiliary hypothesis A gets depends upon how much the alternativesget. In
contrast, a hypothesis about an auxiliary factor, much like the
doctor's hypothesisabout a given disease,may pass a highlysevere
test quite apart from an assessmentof the primaryhypothesis H.
(ii) Gettingbeyonda white-gloveanalysis: The Bayesian analysis begins with given data or a given anomaly e':
The Bayesian theory of support is a theory of how the acceptance
as true of some evidential statement affects your belief in some
hypothesis. How you came to accept the truth of the evidence,and
whether you are correct . . ., are matters which, from the point of

view of the theory, are simply irrelevant. (Howson and Urbach
1989, 272)
If anomalies are approached by way of such a "white glove" logical
analysis, it is little wonder that they tell us only that there is an error
somewhere and that they are silent about its source. By recognizing
that the anomaly itself is a highly modelled entity levels away from the
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raw experimentaldata, the errorstatisticiancan exploit the nitty gritty
details of an experimentalcontext to test different auxiliaries.By becoming shrewdinquisitorsof errors,anomaliesmay be made to speak
volumes. This leads to the second key feature of the error statistics
approach to Duhem's problem.
4.2. The Fundamental Use of Error Probabilities of Tests. Error prob-

abilities are not assignments of probabilitiesto hypotheses. No such
probabilitiesare desiredor neededin this approach.5Probabilityenters
instead as a way of characterizingthe experimentalor testing process
itself, to express how reliably it discriminatesbetween alternativehypotheses and how well it facilitates the detection of errors. Examples
of errorprobabilitiesare significancelevels or p-values,confidencelevels, and standarderrors of estimates. Distinguishing tests by their associated error properties offers a basis for the discriminationwe are
after:between warrantedand unwarrantedassignmentsof blame.
4.2.1. Error Statistics and Severe Tests. Rather than assign degrees

of probability or support to hypotheses, the errorstatisticalapproach
stipulates when an accordance between evidence and a hypothesis H
counts as a good test of or good evidence for hypothesis H. It counts
as good evidence for H just to the extent that H passes a severe test.
Probability enters as a way to assess the severity of the test. I begin
with a sketch of the basic logic of error statisticaltesting.
Minimally, for H to pass a test with evidence e, e should agreewith
orfit what is expected or predictedaccordingto H. Some requirethat
H entails e, yielding P(e [ H) = 1. A more useful notion of "fit"would
require that e be within some specified distance from H. Something
more, however, is requiredfor the test to be severe. Suppose evidence
e is found to fit hypothesis H adequately so that H passes a test T.
Then H has passed a severetest only if, in addition,there is a very high
probabilitythat test procedureT would not yield such a passing result,
if hypothesis H is false. That is,
H's passing test T (with result e) is a severe test of H just to the
extent that there is a very low probability that test procedureT
would yield such a passing result, if hypothesis H is false.

5. Exceptionswould be those cases where the truth of a hypothesiscan be regardedas
the outcome of a randomexperiment.Exceptfor such cases, the only probabilitiesthat
could be assignedto hypotheses are the trivial ones 0 and 1, accordingto whetherit is
true 0%of the time or 100%of the time.
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If hypothesis H is false, then, with high probability,the experimental
result would have been more discordantfrom H than e is.
Arguing from passing a severe test correspondsto an informalpattern of argumentthat might be called an argumentfrom erroror learningfrom error.The overarchingstructureof the argumentis guided by
the following thesis:
It is learned that an error is absent when (and only to the extent
that) a procedureof inquiry(whichmay includeseveraltests taken
together) that has a very high probability of detecting an error if
(and only if) it existed, neverthelessdetects no error.
Its failing to detect the errormeans it producesa result(or set of results)
that is in accordancewith the absence of the error. Let hypothesis H
be an assertionas to the absenceof the errorin question.That H passes
a severetest correspondsto affirmingthat the errorin question fails to
be detected by a highly reliable error probe. Such a procedureof inquiry may be called a reliable or highly severe error probe. It is this

informal argumentfrom error that must take the lead in applyingthe
more formal notion of severity.
Let us see how this logic is exemplifiedin a standarderrorstatistical
tool.
4.2.2. The Statistical Significance Test. To use a familiar type of

example, in comparing two groups, say a "treated"and a "control"
group, a statistically significantexcess in the rate of lung cancer may
be observed-perhaps the significancelevel (or p-value) is .01. This
report might be taken to reject the null-hypothesisH0 that there is no
increasedrisk, and infer that there is a genuine increasedlung-cancer
risk in a given population. Notice that null hypothesis Ho asserts:any
observedexcess in risk is not due to a real underlyingincreasein riskequivalently,it is an errorto suppose a real risk is responsible.Thus in
rejectingH0 we are rejectingor denying the error assertedin H0. But
the significancelevel of .01, with which we reject this error, is not an
assignment of probability to the null hypothesis that there's no increased risk in the population. Rather, .01 is the probabilitythat such
a test procedurewould rejectthe null hypothesiserroneously-thus the
term error probability. It asserts, in particular,that the probabilityof
observingsuch a statisticallysignificantexcess in risk, if in fact the null
hypothesis Hois true, is only .01. Were we observinga case whereHois
true, so largean observedexcessin riskwould occur only 1%of the time.
Hence, the large observed excess in risk is taken to fail the no-risk
hypothesis and pass the hypothesis, call it H, that some increasedlung
cancer risk exists. Hypothesis H passes a severe test because were H
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false and the no-risk (null) hypothesisH0true, we would very probably
(.99) have obtained a result that accords less well with H than the one
we got. Equivalently,we infer the errorassertedin Hois absentbecause,
were it present,we would very probably have gotten a less statistically
significantresult.
Now let us consider a situation where a differentresultoccurs. Suppose instead of observing an excess in lung cancer rates that the lung
cancer rates are observed to be the same. This "no-difference"result
accords with the no-risk (null) hypothesis H0 and is anomalousfor a
hypothesis H that there is an increasedrisk of lung cancer(in the given
populations). Were we neverthelessto take this result as support for
H, or as passing H, that a risk exists, we would be runninga test with
a high probabilityof findingsupportfor H erroneously.This high error
probability correspondsto saying that H has passed a test with very
low severity.This would signal the inferenceto H was unwarrantedby
this evidence.
But-and this is what I reallywant to emphasize--a test's high error
probabilities,its low severity,alertsus to poor tests even in cases where
the hypothesisaccordswell with the evidence.For example,confronted
with the observation of no excess in cancer risk, a researchermight
neverthelesshold on to hypothesis H that the treatment in question
poses an increasedlung cancerrisk. The researchermight, for example,
searchthe data for some other factor to explainwhy the differencedid
not show up. Perhapsthe exposed group had consumedmore vitamins
and this compensatedfor the additional risk posed by the exposureto
the substancein question. His favored hypothesis H togetherwith this
"compensationhypothesis"is made to accordwith the (initiallyanomalous) evidence. Alternatively,he might search the evidence for an excess in a differenthealth risk-one that does fit the data. For example,
he may find a large enough excess in rates of high cholesterol.That is,
had the initial null hypothesis been no increase in cholesterol risk
(ratherthan lung cancer risk), the observedresult would have rejected
it at a low significancelevel. In this second strategy there has been a
change in the particularhealth risk being looked for in order to show
that the exposurein question produces a health risk.
The main thing to see is that in both of these cases, the hypothesis
erected to accord with the evidence fails to pass a severe test. This
shows up in the formal errorprobabilitiesassociatedwith the test procedures. The probabilityof erroneouslyfinding some alleged compensating factor or other, as in the first case, and the probability of erroneously finding an excess in some risk or other, as in the second case,
is no longer the low .01 level as at the start, but is instead higher.
Accordinglythe hypothesis affirmedhas no longer passed a severetest.
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Let me be clear that I am not just stating this is so, these gambits
for fitting the data are specificallyin violation of the logic of the statistical significancetest, and this shows up in the fact that the initial
low errorprobabilityno longer holds.6
4.3. Upshot.I propose that Duhemian problemsplague accounts of
inference where the two features identified in 4.1 and 4.2 are absent:
that is, accounts that seek a global measure of evidential support between any data and hypotheses, and accounts that are unable to discriminatehypotheses that "fit" the evidence equally well by appealing
to the errorprobabilitiesof the overall testing process.
Errorprobabilityconsiderationsprovidethe basis for distinguishing
the well-testedness of two hypotheses-despite their both fitting the
data equally well. The data may be a better, more severe, test of one
than of the other. The reason is that the procedurefrom which the data
arose may have had a good chance of detecting one type of error,but
not of a different type of error. What is ostensibly the same piece of
evidence is really not the same at all, at least not to the errortheorist.
In contrast, any assessment where the import of the evidence on
hypothesesreflectsonly some measureof the fit betweenthem, without
consideration of the reliability of the overall test, has no "slot" as it
were within which to pick up on the differencewe need when hypotheses fit equally well. Bayesians must find the differencein prior probabilities, but the distinction we want needs to be reflectedin the reliability of the test itself.
In orderto use the error-probabilitydiscernments,it is not necessary
to compute a precise value of the probability,nor need one identify a
specificstatisticalmodel that applies.As I see it, the distinctionsafforded
by errorprobabilisticcriteriaprovide formal analogues to the kinds of
discernmentsthat we need in distinguishingwarrantedfrom unwarrantedassignmentsof blame in more informalsituations.They may be
said to providestandard(or "canonical")models of classicways of being
led to assigning blame unreliably-so much the better to block them.
This should become clearerin the examplesof Section 6.
5. SomeStrategiesin theErrorStatisticalApproachto Duhem'sProblem.
It is important to see that there are two distinct types of strategiesby
which the errorstatisticiangrappleswith Duhemian problems:(1) The
first may be called "blocker"strategies,strategiesto block or criticize
attempts to explain away anomalies. We criticize attempts to explain
6. This may be describedas the distinctionbetweenthe observed(or computed)significance level and the actual significancelevel. See, for example, Mayo 1996, Ch. 9.
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away anomalies (e.g., as due to H-saving factors) on the grounds that
(a) they fail to pass severetests, or, when possible, even more strongly,
on grounds that (b) their denials pass severetests. (2) The second is to
show that an anomaly may be legitimately blamed on an auxiliary
hypothesis A by showing that the denial of A, A', passes a severetest.
Clearly, we do not always have a warrantedway to attribute blame,
nor need we always have enough information to scrutinizeattempts
properly.But even then, these strategiesdirectprogresswith Duhemian
problems and explain how scientistsactually grapple with them.
Let us considerhow these ideas apply to Duhemian problems,keeping to the kind of case in Dorling's illustration. In Dorling's illustration, a result e' that is anomalous for H is taken to hardly discreditH
at all, but is taken as greatly discreditingthe auxiliary hypothesis A
needed to derive prediction e. In that reconstruction, anomaly e' is
taken to provide positive grounds for discreditingA and confirmingits
denial A'. The degree of belief in A' went from 0.4 to 0.99, by dint of
anomaly e'. Hypothesis A' clearlypasses the Bayesiantest, understood
now as assigninghigh Bayesiansupportto A'. But the errorstatistician
wants to knowif the test is severe.7To show that A' has passed a severe
test would requirepositive evidence showing that the alleged extraneous factor is responsiblefor the anomaly. Strong belief in H together
with low enough degree of belief in the Bayesiancatchall factor, while
sufficingfor the high posterior belief in A', do not sufficefor showing
A' has passed a severetest. Indeed,it may be shown that the procedure
Dorling endorses-going from satisfying the Bayesian conditions to
declaringstrong evidence for A'-is a very unreliableone. It makes it
too easy to blame auxiliary hypothesis A even if A is true. Such an
appeal to A' would therebybe blocked by an error statistician.
Let me say a bit more about "blocking strategies,"particularlyof
the stronger type (1)(a), that are available to the error statistician.In
the typical presentationof Duhem's problem it is imagined that there
are always a numberof differentfactors to which the anomalousresult
can be ascribed. It seems to be assumed that so long as one puts forward a hypothesisA' of form:
A': factor F is responsiblefor anomalye'
7. By making distinctionsbased on errorprobabilityconsiderations,the errorstatistician can be shown to be incoherentby Bayesianprinciples.The conflict betweenerror
statistical principlesand Bayesian ones (i.e., the latter's adherenceto the Likelihood
Principle)is discussedat length in Mayo 1996. True, there is a relativelynew school of
Bayesians who attempt to import error probability assessments to Bayesian procedures-so-called "robustBayesians"-but this errorprobabilisticbrandof Bayesianism
is not the Bayesianapproachappealedto in solving Duhem.
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then A' entails or otherwise"fits"e' (i.e., that e' is probablegiven A').
Thus, any such A' is (erroneously)thought to have a high likelihood
on evidencee'. In fact, a good part of the scientificwork is to ascertain
whether a hypothesized factor F, even if it were operative in the experiment,can actually account for the experimentalresults e'.
Again, the scientistproceedslike the doctor. The patient'sheadache
may in principlebe explained by any number of systems going wrong
in the body but, in fact, a closer analysis of the body (blood counts,
brain waves, CAT scans) may show that many of the possible factors
could not actually account for this patient'sheadache(becauseof conflicts with the results of such an analysis).And notice, we may thereby
rule out a purportedexplanation,not because it is less plausibleor less
frequentthan others-it may be a common occurrence.It may be ruled
out because it simply could not produce either the particular extent or
the particular pattern of results discerned in these analyses.

A typical strategy is to create or simulate a situation in which the
hypothesized factor F is given a very good chance to show that it is
capable of bringing about e'-the effect which is anomalous for a hypothesis H. Then, if the effect does not show up, we can argue from
error that F was not responsible.An attempt to save H by blaming F
is blocked.
It may be objected that this ruling can always be gotten around by
inventing an explanation for this "no-show," but this new attempt to
save H cannot diminish the force of the blocking strategy just described. We bar a procedure for saving a hypothesis (by blaming an
auxiliary factor) unless and until the procedure can be shown to be
reliable. The onus is on the proponent of the hypothesized "save" to
demonstratethat this is the case.
6. Some DuhemianProblemsin the 1919 EclipseTests. It would be good
to flesh out the main points with an example. Moving up 70 years or
so from Dorling's example, pro-Newtonians are faced with another
anomaly and the Duhemian question of where to lay the blame was
addressed in great detail.8 The anomaly concerned the deflection of
light passing near the sun as was discerned during the 1919 eclipse
expeditionsundertakenby Eddingtonand others.The deflectioneffect,
while predicted by Einstein's law of gravitation, was an anomaly for
Newton's law of gravitation.If Newton's gravitationallaw was correct,
and assuminglight has mass, then the expecteddeflectioneffect would
be only half what Einstein'slaw predicted.
The analysis of the results of the 1919 eclipse experimentwas split
8. This episode is discussed in more detail in Mayo 1991 and 1996.
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into two chief parts. The first part was to assess, using the eclipse results, the extent of the observeddeflectioneffect (on light passingnear
the sun). This involved showing that the effect was real and not an
artifact, as well as estimating the deflection effect using a standard
statistical procedure(least squares).The second part was to ascertain
whether the effect was attributableto the sun's gravitationalfield or
whether some other factor consistent with a Newtonian account could
explain the observeddeflection.
Before too long, even staunch defenders of Newton felt compelled
to accept the firstpart of the analysis-that the eclipseevidenceshowed
the anomalous deflectioneffect was real. But they did not blithelyreject
Newton or think a modification was called for. Shortly after the deflection effect was affirmed,a joint meetingwas held with the key players in this debate. One scientist, Ludwick Silberstein, expressed the
views of many who attended. He suggested that the eclipse test result
was an "isolated fact"'which need not requirea new gravitationlaw.
Pointing to a portrait of Newton, Silbersteindeclared "We owe it to
that great man to proceed very carefully in modifying or retouching
his law of gravitation"(Silberstein1919, 389-398).
6.1. Some Blocker Strategies. Alternative N-factors to Accommodate

the DeflectionEffect. A numberof skepticalchallengesrevolvedaround
the possibility of a mistake about the cause of the observed eclipse
deflection. The question, in particular,was whether the test discriminated adequately the effect due to the sun's gravitational field from
others that might explain the eclipse effect. A "yes" answer boiled
down to acceptingthe following hypothesis:
A: The observeddeflectionis due to gravitationaleffects (as given
in Einstein'slaw), not to some other factor N.
A number of specific alternative factors were proposed by which to
account for the anomalous deflectioneffect, without refutingNewton:
Ross' lens effect, Newall's corona effect, Anderson's shadow effect,
Lodge's ether effect, and severalothers besides.
If one attempted to express, in terms of degrees of belief, the attitudes of some of the Newtonians at this stage of the debate, one may
well attributeto themjust the kind of subjectivebeliefsthat sufficesfor
the Bayesian Way to show that 'the refutation' e' should have only a
negligible effect on the scientist's degree of belief in [hypothesisH]"
(Howson and Urbach 1989, 183)-Newton's gravitationlaw. Take the
famous Newtonian, Sir Oliver Lodge. Lodge, a devout spiritualist
made no bones about his passionate commitment to a Newtonian
ether. He believed that it was through the ether that one could com-
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municate with the souls of the departed. Absent a Newtonian ether,
Lodge believed he would not be able to communicate with his dead
son Raymond.
Lodge could well be seen as satisfyingthe subjectiveprobabilityassignmentsthat would have warrantedtaking the anomaly as only very
slightly decreasing belief in Newton and greatly decreasing belief in
auxiliaryA that no factor other than gravitywas operating.According
to the Bayesian Way, Lodge is warrantedin being practicallycertain
that A is false and its denial true. In actuality, however, the depth of
Lodge's belief did not strengthen,and in fact was no part of assessing,
the evidencefor the alternativefactors that Lodge proposed.The question of alternative factors that could be responsible for the eclipse
anomaly was a real and serious one, and it was split off from scientists'
attitudes toward either Newton's or Einstein's account. They had, instead, to turn their attention to methods and argumentsto test whether
proposed alternativefactors could be responsiblefor the observeddeflection.
The challenges were conjectures that the effect was due to some
factor otherthan the Einsteinone (gravityin the sun's field).They were
hypotheses of the following form:
A': The observed deflection is due to factor N, other than gravitational effects of the sun
where N is a factor that at the same time saved the Newtonian law
from refutation.
No one, not even staunchNewtonian defenders,thought the anomalous deflectioneffect itself was strong evidencefor A', that these other
factors were operating. If they had, they would not have gone to the
lengths that they did in order to try and provide positive grounds for
particularproposed alternativefactors. Proposed factors by which to
save Newton were evaluated according to whether they stood up to
severe scrutiny;when they did not, they were shot down. The concern
was that the resultingaccommodationof the resultsfailed to constitute
a reliabletest in favor of the hypothesizedauxiliaryfactor or N-factor.
The debates over conjecturedN-factors went on for about 3 years
(scattered through the relevantjournals from 1919 to around 1921).
What made the debate possible, and finallyresolvable,was that all who
would enter the debate were held to shared standardsfor what could
count as evidence against auxiliaryhypothesis A.
Each such hypothesis was criticizedby means of a two-prongedattack: (i) the effect of the conjecturedN-factor is too small to account
for the eclipse effect; and (ii) if the N-factor were large enough to account for the eclipse effect, it would have other false or contradictory
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implications. Each prong was justified by an argument based on severity, and the argumentsbolstered one another.
Anderson's shadow effect, for example, proposed that the cooling
from the moon's shadow would act as a lens deflectinglight rays passing through the shadow. Its critique was typical: It was shown that
under the actual conditions of the eclipse test, the shadow lens explanation would requirea serious drop of temperaturethat was not observed. Moreover, even under differencesin the assumed conditions,
the shadow lens effect was negligibly small compared to the observed
effects. (See Moyer 1979, 84.) The reasoninggoes like this:If one grants
the story that the defender of A' invokes about the phenomenon in
question, e.g., if we accept that the moon's shadow functions in the
way describedin Anderson's shadow effect hypothesis,then A' cannot
account for the results in the actual experimentconducted.
In other words, A' asserts two things: factor N, operating in such
and such ways, causes the deflection effect e'. The key question is
whether,in the actual circumstancesof the experiment,the factor (e.g.,
shadow effect) hypothesized in A' could account for the effects observed. Although hypothesis A' asserts that alternativefactor F is the
reason for the observedanomaly e'-it is a mistake to suppose that A'
can thereby account for e'. A severe test of A' requiresruling out the
ways A' might erroneously be thought to explain e'. Looking at the
specific data points, and other features of the experimentalcontext
(e.g., temperaturedifferences)it may be discernedthat A' really does
not account for observedeffects.9
To neverthelessuphold A' as the way to accommodatethe anomaly,
it was shown, was to commit a classic case of what is disallowed in
saving a threatenedtheory. It would make it easy for a hypothesis of
form A' to pass, even if it is false and auxiliary hypothesis A is true
(i.e., high errorprobabilities).The test it passes fails to be severe.
6.2. An Example of Discounting an Alleged Anomaly. The eclipse

episode also includes a much-discussed10instance where an apparent
anomaly was explained away successfullyby invoking an alternative
hypothesis A'. I am thinking of how Eddington was able to explain
away an apparentanomaly-this time for the Einsteinhypothesis.The

9. For a crude analogy, a hypothesis about a given type of bomb in the cargo hold
might be said to give an account for the "anomaly"-an explosion of a jet-but particular features of the plane, residues, damage "signatures,"etc. may show that the
cargo bomb explanationis in error.
10. See, for example, Glymour and Earman 1980 and Mayo 1991.
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apparentanomaly stemmedfrom one of the sets of eclipseresults(from
Sobral) which pointed, not to Einstein'sprediction,but, as Eddington
declares, "with all too good agreementto the 'half-deflection',that is
to say, the Newtonian value . . ." (1920, 117). The debate over where
to lay the blame was engaged in by scientistswith very differentopinions about Einstein's theory. Such attitudes were no part of the arguments deemed relevant for the question at hand. The relevant argument, put forth by Eddington (and others), turnedon a ratheresoteric
piece of data analysis showing (holdouts notwithstanding)that the alleged anomaly was not a genuine one, but was caused by a distortion
of a mirrorin recordingthe star positions. It was based on analyzing
the patternsof errorson the two differentdays duringwhich star photos were taken. Considerthe actualnotes pennedby Sobralresearchers:
May 30, 3 a.m., four of the astrographicplates were developed.
... It was found that there had been a serious change of focus ...

This change of focus can only be attributedto the unequalexpansion of the mirrorthrough the sun's heat. (Dyson, et al. 1923, 309)
Being affirmed,in short, was the following:
A': The results of these (Sobral) plates are due to a systematic
distortion (of the mirror)by the sun, and not to the deflectionof
light.
As the journals of the period make plain, the numerous staunch
Newtonian defenderswould hardly have overlooked the discounting
of an apparently pro-Newtonian result, if they could have mustered
any grounds for deemingit biased. The reason they could not fault the
explanationin A' is that it involvedwell understoodprinciplesfor using
this type of data to test and, in this case, reject, a key assumption of
the experiment.Results were deemed usable for estimatingthe deflection effect only if a common error-statisticalmethod (i.e., least squares
regression)was applicable.This demanded sufficientlypreciseknowledge of the change of focus (scale effect) between the eclipse and night
plates (within 0.03 mm)-precisely what was absent from the suspect
Sobral results.11
These examples from the eclipse tests instantiate the two distinct
strategies by which the present approach grapples with Duhemian
problems. The first is to criticize and bar attempts to explain away
anomalies (e.g., as due to the Newton-saving factors) on the grounds
11. Even small systematicerrorsof focus are of crucialimportancebecause the "scale
effect" that results from this alteration of focus quickly becomes as large as the Einsteinianpredicteddeflectioneffect of interest.See von Kluiiber1960, 50.
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that they fail to pass severe tests (or, even more strongly, that their
denials pass severe tests). The second is to show that an anomaly may
be legitimatelyblamed on an auxiliaryfactor F (e.g., a mirrordistortion) by showing that "F is responsible"passes a severe test. Clearly,
we do not always have a warrantedway to attributeblame;we can not
always satisfy the requirementof the second strategy.But this requirement directs progress with Duhemian problems, and it explains the
lengths to which scientistswork to test auxiliaries.
I do not claim that there is not much more to be said to develop a
full-blown error statistical solution to Duhem's problem. What I do
claim is that it provides the right kind of methods and principlesfor
tackling this and other problems about evidence-the very principles
which stand in marked contrast to the Bayesian approach. A major
virtue of the error statistics approach is that the issue of whether a
primary hypothesis or an auxiliary is discreditedis not based on the
relativecredenceaccordedto each. The experimentis supposedto find
out about these hypotheses, it would only bias things to make interpreting the evidence depend on antecedentopinions. After all, in Dorling's example, and I agree the assumption is plausible, hypothesis H
is said to be independentof auxiliaryA. There is no reason to suppose
that assessing auxiliaryA should depend at all on one's opinion about
H. What are called for are separate tools to detect whether specific
auxiliariesare responsible for observed anomalies, tools for discriminating signals from noise, ruling out artifacts, distinguishingbackgrounds, and so on. And these tools should be applicablewith the kind
of information scientistsactually tend to have or can obtain. The conglomerationof methods and models from standard(non-Bayesian)error statisticsprovides such tools. Scientistsare free to hypothesizethat
an extraneous factor, and not H, is to be blamed for an anomalous
result, no matter how personal or passionate their reasons for doing
so. But to warrantthat hypothesis requiresit to have passed a severe
test. Degrees of belief have nothing to do with it.
APPENDIX
Calculationsfor the HomeworkProblem
It is given that A and H entail e, but e' is observed:P(e'IA and H) = 0
The assumedpriorprobabilities.
P(H) = .9, P(A) = .6,

(i) HypothesesA andH arestatisticallyindependent
The assumedlikelihoods.
(ii)

P(e'IA and -H) = E (very small number, e.g., 0.001)
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(a) P(e' -A and -H) = 50g
(b) P(e' | -A and H) = 50e
P(e'IH) P(H)
Bayes's theorem: P(HIe') =
P(e')
From the above we get the following:
P(e') = P(e'IH)P(H) + P(e'I-H)P(-H).
P(e' I H) = P(e' I A and H) P(A) + P(e' I -A and H)P(-A)
= 0 + 504(.4)
= 20g.
P(e' I -H) = P(e' I A and -H)P(A) + P(e' I -A and -H)P(-A)
= g (.6) + 50?(.4)
= 20.6 g.
(iii)

So, P(e') = 20?(.9) + 2.06? = 20.06?.
The posterior of H can now be calculated:
P(H I e') = 20.06

= .897

To calculate the posterior probability P(Ale') =P(e'A)P(A)
P(e')
P(e' I A) = P(e'IA and H)P(H) + P(e' I A and -H)P(-H)
= 0 + 8(.1) = .lg
So,

.06g
P(Ae') = 2006

= 003
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